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the property in Rhode Island to the trustee, but the true ground
of the decision is indicated in the following sentence:
Tor it must be remembered that during the progress of this business
all these parties resided in England; that the defendant, knowing of the
commission and of the assignment, in order to gain a priority, trans-
mitted an affidavit to Rhode Island to obtain an attachment of the
bankrupt's property there, in violation of the rights of the rest of the
creditors, which were then vested; but such an attempt cannot be sanc-
tioned in a court of law.'
The head-note to the report of Phillips v. Hunter1 is as pump v.
follows:	Hunier
v^     *^? 5, and C being partners in trade in England, A and B reside in All parties
England and C goes to a foreign country for the purpose of managing subJ^to
the concerns of the house in that country. D is also resident in England,
where a debt is contracted by D to A^ 5, and C. Later, D becomes insol-
vent, and C, knowing that D has stopped payment, and after a commis-
sion of bankruptcy has in fact issued against D, attaches in the names of
himself and his partners a debt due to D in the foreign country by legal
process, and obtains payment of it under judgment of a Court of justice
of that country.'
On these facts the Exchequer Chamber held by six judgments
to one, there being a trenchant dissenting judgment by Eyre
C.J., that the English trustee was entitled to recover the money
in an action against A^ 5, and C for money had and received.
The gist of the judgments of the majority is deducible from
the following sentences :2
'It must be remembered that... the bankrupts were English traders,
that the defendants were partners in an English house, that the debt
from the bankrupts to the defendants was contracted in England, that
the bankrupts as well as the defendants were resident in England, and
that C, who must also be taken to be an English subject, went from this
kingdom to America, for the special and temporary purpose of transact-
ing business for the English house in which he continued to be a partner.
All these facts appearing . . . this case must be argued as arising between
English subjects upon English property.... When the debt, therefore,
was contracted, all the parties were as much subject to the bankrupt
laws as to the other laws of England under which they lived.'
In a later part of the judgment it is said that if a debtor's foreign
property could be obtained by a creditor's going from hence for
that purpose, the result would be damaging to the credit of the
debtor in England.
1 (X795)> 2 H.BL 402.	z Ibid., at pp. 404-5.

